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TRUE SHIFTS REVISITED
True shifts introduced in PR [2] has been examined in several papers in various aspects (cf. for instance, PR[3]-PR [7] ). Here we would like to give a survey of some of these results in order to recall the most important properties of true shifts. In particular, there is shown that true shifts are hypercyclic and that a necessary and sufficient condition for true shifts to be multiplicative is that the generating operator D satisfies the Leibniz condition. A consequence of this fact is that D is uniquely determined by an isomorphism acting on ^.
Basic notions of algebraic analysis Write
• L(X) is the set of all linear operators with domains and ranges in X]
• domvl is the domain of an A € L(X);
• kerA = {x € dom .A : Ax = 0} is the kernel of an A e L(X)\ • LO(X) = {A € L{X) : dom A = X}.
We recall here the following notions and theorems (without proofs; cf.
PR[1], PR[3], PR[4]).
Let X be a linear space (in general, without any topology) over a field We should point out that, in general, constants are different than scalars, since they are elements of the space X. If two right inverses commute each with another, then they are equal. Let
Any F G TD is said to be an initial operator for D corresponding to R. One can prove that any projection F' onto ker D is an initial operator for D corresponding to a right inverse R' = R -F'R independently of the choice of an R G 7ZD-If two initial operators commute each with another, then they are equal. Thus this theory is essentially noncommutative. An operator F is initial for D if and only if there is an R G HD such that
Even more. Write TZD = {-R 7 } 7 er-Then, by (1.1), we conclude that TZD induces in a unique way the family Tu = {F 7 } 7 gr of the corresponding initial operators defined by means of the equality F 1 = I -R^D on domD (7 G r). Formula (1.1) yields (by a two-lines induction) the Taylor Formula: n (1.2) I = Y1 RnFL>n + Rnr>n on dom°n (n e N). fc=0 It is enough to know one right inverse in order to determine all right inverses and all initial operators. Note that a superposition (if exists) of a finite number of right invertible operators is again a right invertible operator.
The equation Dx -y (y G X) has the general solution x = Ry + z, where R G TZD is arbitrarily fixed and z G kerD is arbitrary. However, if we put an initial condition: Fx = xo, where F G J~D and xo G ker D, then this equation has a unique solution x = Rx + XQ.
If T G L(X) belongs to the set A(X) of all left invertible operators, then 
where f^ = fo and for k = 2,3,...
Moreover, fffl are bilinear mappings of dom£> fc x domD fc into domD
Observe that, by definition, fffi is a bilinear mapping of domZ) fe x domD fc into domD fc (k = 2,3,...). Suppose that D G A(X) and p ^ 0 is an arbitrarily fixed scalar. Then pD G A(X) and
If DI,D2 G A(X), the superposition D -D\D2 exists and D\D2 G ApT), then (1.9) co^Dz = cojCDJ and for x,y
For D in commutative Leibniz algebras, by an easy induction from Formulae (1.6) and the Leibniz condition, we obtain the Leibniz formula:
(1-11)
By M(X) we shall denote the set of all multiplicative mappings in X, i.e.
(1.12)
Let X be an algebra with unit e. Then A is an algebra isomorphism if it is a structure preserving invertible mapping, i.e. A G
LQ(X)C\I(X)C\M{X).
If it is the case then Ais
also an algebra isomorphism. Moreover, Ae = e. Write
It means that
Ae v&A if and only if 1/A is a regular value of A.
By V(X)
we denote the set of all Volterra operators belonging to L(X), i.e. the set of all operators A G L(X) such that I -A A is invertible for all scalars A. Clearly, A G V(X) if and only if VfA = F \ {0} (cf. Formula (1.13)).
Let X be a Banach space. Denote by QN(X) the set of all quasinilpotent operators belonging to L(X), i.e. the set of all bounded operators A e LQ(X) such that lim Y/\\A n x|| = 0 for x G X. Let E C dom^4 cXbea subspace. Let w be a non-empty subset of vpA.
71-> OO
It is well-known that QN{X) c F(X). If F = C then QN(X) = V{X) n B(X), where B(X) is the set of all bounded operators belonging to L(X
The set of all operators w-almost quasinilpotent on the set E will be denoted by AQN(E\u).
If u = v^A then we say that A is almost quasinilpotent on E. The set of all almost quasinilpotent operators on E will be denoted by AQN(E).
• • the space of exponentials
which is independent of the choice of the right inverse R, provided that R is a Volterra operator,
• the space of D-analytic elements in a complete linear metric space X (F = C or F = R) oo AMD) = {x € £>oo : x = V R n FD n x} = {x E : lim R n D n x = 0},
where F is an initial operator for D corresponding to an R € %d • Clearly, by definitions, we have S, E(R) C Doo-If -X" is a complete linear metric space then S C AR(D) C A»-
True shifts
We begin with 
Proof. Let A € C and x € ker(.D -XI) be arbitrarily fixed. Let h, b! e AR(D).
Then, by definition and our assumptions, 
True shifts are hypercyclic
We begin with DEFINITION 3.1. Let X be a linear metric space. Let T E L(X) and x G X. The set 0{T : x) = {T n x : n € N 0 = N U {0}} is said to be the orbit of x with respect to T (cf. Rolewicz R[l]). A continuous linear operator T acting in X is said to be hypercyclic if there is an element x G X (called later hypercyclic vector), such that its orbit 0(T : x) is dense in X (cf. Shapiro S[l] ).
•
Recall the classical Birkhoff Theorem (cf. B[2]):
THEOREM 3.1. There exists an entire function $ with the property: for every entire function f, every compact subset fi C C and every e > 0 there exists a n eC such that max|/(A) -£(A + fi)\ < e.
Looking over the proof, it is easy to observe that Theorem 3.1 can be formulated in a little stronger way. Namely, we have In other words, the generalized Birkhoff theorem says that in the space of all entire functions equipped with the topology induced by uniform convergence on compact sets the usual shift operator (Shf)(t) = f(t + h) (t, h 6 C) is hypercyclic and there is an entire function # which is a hypercyclic vector for S h .
It will be shown that this property is much more general. Namely, true shifts generated by a right invertible operator D are hypercyclic and the corresponding hypercyclic vectors are /^-analytic elements. In particular, the operator e hD is hypercyclic, whenever D 6 L(X) is right invertible. 
Multiplicative true shifts
We shall consider now true shifts in commutative algebras. By definitions, we get LEMMA 4.1 (cf. PR[6] ). Let all conditions of Definition 2.1 be satisfied and let D 6 A(X). KIDIKT 1 = Tp-= K2D2K0 1 on X. at Proof. By Corollary 4.1, the canonical mappings are multiplicative on •ARi(Di), hence they are algebra isomorphisms on Ar^Di), which are Leibniz ZValgebras (¿ = 1,2). By Theorem 2.1, for i = l, 2 we have KiDi = ^/tj on C(A(R); ker Di). On the other hand, the inverses k " 1 map C(A(IR); ker A) into X, respectively. We therefore conclude that «¿Dj/c" 1 = • It means that true shifts are, indeed, true.
Let {S/^/^^r) be a family of true shifts. Let AR{D) = {x,y E Ar(D) : xy € A R (D)}. Then for all x,y € AR(D), h € A(R) °° h n 71 / \ S h (xy) -(S h x)(S h y)
= £ ±r[D»{xy) -£ r)(D k x)(D n -k y)}. n=0 ' fc=0 ^ ' THEOREM 4.1
(cf. PR[6]). Let all conditions of Definition 2.1 be satisfied and let D £ A(X). Let {Sh}heA(R) be a family of true shifts. Then Sh are multiplicative on AR(D) for all h € A(R): Sh{xy) = (Shx)(Shy) for all x,y € AR(D), if and only if DI^^D) satisfies the Leibniz condition, i.e. D(xy) = xDy + yDx.
Note that in Leibniz algebras xy 6 A R (D) whenever x, y G AR(D). Thus in this case AR(D) = AR(D) and we have
True shifts in commutative algebras with logarithms
Suppose that D G A(X). Let a multifunction ft : domD 2 domD be defined as follows
The equation The assumption that X is a commutative algebra is admitted for simplicity and the sake of brevity only.
